Flywheel’s Premium
Managed Plugin Updates
Get an enterprise-level guarantee for your
plugin updates!
If you have outdated plugins, you’re leaving your site vulnerable to attackers. With Flywheel’s
Premium Managed Plugin Updates, we’ve got you covered! Combine our Add-on with the
powerful expertise of our Technical Account Specialists, and you can relax knowing your site is
safe and up-to-date with the help of our experts.

Back your site with the best-in-class features
DEDICATED TECHNICAL
ACCOUNT SPECIALISTS
Our team of experts oversees the
process from start to finish! We’ll
handle all the technical bits and
connect with you every step of
the way.

CLONED ENVIRONMENT
TO PERFORM UPDATES
We’ll make a clone of your site to
complete all updates. Once
we’re done, you and your team
have access to view the updates
before it goes live!

99.99% UPTIME
GUARANTEE
Creating a clone of your site
allows our experts to test the
updates before applying them to
the live site. This greatly reduces
potential downtime!

PLUGIN MANAGEMENT
AND ASSISTANCE
Our team of experts will apply
updates to plugin versions and
databases on your site. Have a
touchy plugin? We’ll create a plan
that fits your site best!

REVIEW UPDATES
BEFORE GOING LIVE
We’ll give you access to review the
updates before we push them
to the live site! This gives you a
chance to call out any changes or
make any edits.

WHITE-GLOVE SERVICE
FOR YOUR SITE
We’ve carefully crafted each step
of the process to provide you with
the best in class experience. Any
questions? We’re here to help and
provide 1-on-1 assistance!

Pricing
We’ll find a plan that fits you and your site best! Contact us at sales@getflywheel.com or
402.235.6105 for pricing and details.

Say hello to Erin!
Erin’s one of our Technical Account Specialists. She
ensures your site stays up-to-date, troubleshoots
any errors that may pop up, and keeps you in the
loop every step of the way!

